
Magna Carta 2023, Pacifying West 
To lift the spell of Rome's takeover of Paris in 1516, and their 
lukewarm school and influence peddling on the world. 

EDITO 2023 

Magna Carta 2023 is the first document that 

warns of the traffics of authoritarianism 

infiltrated in legal and pedagogical circles, 

and considers the law of inertia of 1687 as a 

power in itself to grow a worthy school over 

the "black hole of science and technology" 

and the millennial schismatic black hole of 

apostasy (MSBH) 

Public:  

Graduate engineers and technicians in 

the world. 

Call To Action (CTA) 

Ladies and Gents,  

You are custodians of the intellectual 

and moral heritage of West.  

It is thus to you that falls, in spite of the 

traffics, the arid but enthralling 

responsibility to transmit it.  

PURPOSE of Non-Fiction: 

“Narrative of real events and facts”1 to grow, namely "engineering inputs, the most difficult 

to value"2 - with the help of competitive analysis3.  

I. YOUR VICTORY over adversity 
You have emerged victorious from a training course full of pitfalls, whether you are aware of it or 

not: for my part, it is from 1971 onwards, in high school, with Pr. Mérindol, that I became aware of 

the traffics of lukewarm school denounced in 2022 in order to consolidate the school of Palo-Alto. 

 

Notes and references 
1 Cambridge Dictionary 
2 Le système d’information de l’entreprise, Editions comptables Malesherbes, 1988 
3 A discipline Newton asserts, "carried on the shoulders of giants" like Descartes, whose emblematic 
scientific contribution he extends–the Cartesian benchmark– after exposing its scientific limit, which he 
then oversteps by distinguishing between relative and absolute benchmarks to define the "law of 
inertia", and specify the "laws of equilibrium and motion." 

https://play.google.com/store/books/details?id=XkikEAAAQBAJ


II. AUTHORITY MAP over two black holes 
Complementary histories of science of construction science and monotheist spirituality. 

• What I want to do 

Stop wars by replacing the traffics of lukewarm4 school with the mission5 of a worthy school 

• Why I think you should care... 
Because lukewarm school misleads you 6 if you deny its traffic, and you are in danger! 

• Why I think you will want to help me 
To grow the distinction between the authoritarianism of lukewarm schools7 and accepted authority8 

as to engineering9 – not just about technologies weapons and wars, but about authority. 

III. WARS COME FROM TRAFFICKING, not the other way around 
I ascribe the cause of wars to the irresponsible teaching of PMA (Principle of Mutual Actions), 

dissociated from realities, in France10, by generalists who aggravates the propensity of ignorance to 

fight against what is opposed to its will – beings, nations11, cultures. 

• Unfathomable whirlwind 
The purpose, however, is not so much12 to condemn these felonious officials as to preserve the 

Western heritage, in order to escape confusion and danger, by emphasizing the superiority of the law 

of inertia over the pseudo-fundamental principles taught in France, among other13 insidious traffics. 

• The alibi of those perverse generalists 
The "power of mathematics" over centuries, to formulate the laws of equilibrium and motion and 

apply them to the science of construction (read more, la moindre action, Anne Sinquin 2014)  

• The 1966+1977 crime – among other Trojan Horses 
Hijacking of the heritage of scientific ratings considered "not as a starting point for the student”, but 

as a lever for “social conquest" for these generalist civil servant-teachers. 

• About these fake teachings and legitimate authority 
Thus, in France, « writing, oral, and image »14  conceal « object, image, and theory »15. Learn more: 

« From rout to accomplishment », Pierre-Richard Crocy, Google Play 2022 (to be translated). 

 
4 Reference to the traffic of some generalists who grand neither the science de la construction nor the divine 
inspiration of our dreams. 
5 AVERTICATING from the fall; EDIFYING over two black holes, by promoting both the constitutional character of 
the law of inertia of 1687 and the authority of a unique message of salvation to the various stages of the rational 
mind; PACIFYING by replacing the traffics - Trojans, drugs and pharmacochemistry - of a massive banditry, by the 
providential observation of an equally massive monotheism, at the exit of the TNSA, at the dawn of Aquarius. 
6 Yi-king situation n° 25 and its western equivalent, the fall “from Charybdis into Scylla” 
7 Collusion between the rigorism of an inhibiting approach to science and the evasiveness of biased letters 
8 Masonic thought and its three major orders - Doric, Ionian and Corinthian - metaphors for mechanics, sociology, 
and poetry 
9 Lear more : engineering’s treasure (« De la déroute à l’accomplissement » page 122, Google-Play 2022)  
10 « The French, Gordian knot of … », Pierre-Richard Crocy, Google-Play 2023, to be published. 
11 Those who incite hatred against a group or a nation add to the confusion, and incur their own individual criminal 
responsibility. 
12  Make "informed judgments" and show "clemency in the death penalty" (YK 61) 
13 Against the legitimate authority of Cambridge, by deliberate ignorance - book III page 40, note 79 - of the method 
of first and last reasons, too revealing, for the taste of the infernal collusion (Dewey 001) of the generalists, of the 
methodological essence of the cursor. 
14 Brochure BO mathématiques de collège, 1993, page 21 § 4 
15 Singapore method to teach sciences and techniques 


